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Tightening of financial conditions 

The fund achieved a performance of + 9.23%
in 2022 and ranked 1st in its category over 1
year and 3 years.
Sunny Patrimoine 2.0 was awarded the 5-star
fund distinction by Morningstar over the same
periods, in addition to the 5-star recognition
by Quantalys.
Our process correctly anticipated the
absence of a year-end equities rally and
the extension of the Fed's and ECB's
extremely tough stance on fighting inflation. 
Unsurprisingly, our negative duration and
“slowflation” on the yield curves positions
allowed the fund to stay the course, by
closing the past fortnight higher and
consolidating December's performance.
2023 should be less predictable than 2022,
but our particular investment topics should
continue to lead the way: a resilient US
growth, an absence of a pivot from the FED, a
vigilant ECB, the "slowflation" and the energy
transition. Stay tuned !
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SUNNY PATRIMOINE 2.0 I
"Global macro" asset management - as of December 31, 2022
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SUNNY PATRIMOINE 2.0 :      PERFORMANCE 
15-day :                    + 0.15 %
1-month :                 + 0.72 %
3-month :                 + 5.61 %
YTD :                        + 9.23 %

1y Volatility : 6.20 %

(AS OF 31/12/2022)

Source Sunny AM - Past performances and rankings are not indicative of future
performances and rankings and are not constant over time.

RISK CONTRIBUTION (IN %)

Source Sunny AM - Updated as of December 31, 2022

Maximum potential 1-day loss* : - 1,03 %

Yield to Maturity

Average Rating

BBB

Sensitivity
-2.66

# of issuers

81

KEY INDICATORS RATING EXPOSURE

MAIN INVESTMENT TOPICS

+++Confidence level

+++Confidence level +++Confidence level

5.10 %

A global macro approach that identifies trends by

following a quantamental process (quantitative &

fundamental).

An exposure that uses a wide range of financial

instruments: commodities, currencies, interest rates,

ETFs, derivatives...

Directional (long and short) and long/short strategies 

Use of the expected shortfall risk measure CVaR to

protect the fund from volatility, default and liquidity

risks. 

Reminder of the associated risks 
Discretionary risk, capital loss risk, interest rate risk, credit risk, emerging markets risk, equity
risk, currency risk, derivatives risk, OTC derivatives risk, arbitrage risk, liquidity risk, risks
related to temporary acquisitions and sales of securities and the management of financial
guarantees, specific risks associated with perpetual bonds, specific risks associated with
convertible bonds, exchangeable bonds and bonds redeemable in shares.

*CVaR calculation method
**cash et ETF

SRRI            

ISIN part R : FR0011365642
ISIN part I :  FR0011365667

Standings (Quantalys)
 1 / 256

S T R A T E G Y  I M P L E M E N T A T I O N  :  E X P O S U R E  T O  W I D E N I N G  R I S K  P R E M I U M  S P R E A D S :  H I G H  Y I E L D ,  U S
M O R T G A G E  R A T E S  A N D  S H O R T  E Q U I T Y  R I S K .

The tightening of the monetary policies confirms the wil l ingness of the
central banks to fight against the widespread inflation, by "bursting"
bubbles.
The manager reacts to the tumbling of the financial markets and the
overindebtedness of the world economies by exposing the fund to the
widening of the risk premium spreads. Sunny Patrimoine 2.0 displays a
more defensive profile vs risky assets based on relative value strategies.

Lack of synchronization
among central banks
 STRATEGY : LONG CHINESE & BRAZILIAN EQUITIES AND
SHORT DEVELOPED COUNTRIES EQUITIES

Whereas the financial authorities of the

developed economies tighten their monetary

policies, their chinese and brazilian

counterparts could take the opposite direction

by adopting a looser-dovish approach. 

To capture this opportunity, the fund could

carry out a long chinese & brazilian equity /

short developed countries equity strategy.

Energy transition
STRATEGY : LONG OIL & GAZ PROSPECTORS VS
SHORT S&P 500 

Soaring energy and commodity prices
are at the core of the reshaping of the
new world economic order. The
acceleration of the energy transition is
overshadowed by the monetary
authorities in their reading of the
resurgence of inflation. As such, the fund
takes a long ETF position on
commodities and shorts US growth.


